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‘Independent body should  
measure green milestones’
An independent body should be established to 
measure the UK’s environmental milestones and 
track green targets.

Nearly 200 MPs demand energy 
price cap from Theresa May
Theresa May is being urged to implement an 
energy price cap by a crossparty group of MPs.

Volkswagen to take €2.5bn hit 
from emissions scandal 
Volkswagen expects to take a €2.5 billion (£2.2bn) 
hit as a result of the diesel emissions scandal.

US announces $36m for carbon 
capture tech
The US has announced $36 million (£26.8m) of 
funding for projects to advance carbon capture 
technologies.

Scotland ‘is on track for record 
year of renewables’
Scotland is on track for a record year of renewable 
generation.
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UK increases public sector greenhouse gas 
emissions target for 2020
The government expects it to deliver savings worth 
£340m

Brexit must not ‘mess up UK’s energy 
systems’
Lawrence Slade, CEO of Energy UK, said diverging from 
European energy schemes won’t benefit consumers or 
industry

EDF Energy announces second price rise 
this year
The Big Six supplier is increasing its dual fuel tariff by 
6%

Europe’s battery storage market 
charged up by 49% in 2017
This followed a trend of steady growth since 2015 and 
brought the continent to a total storage capacity of 
589MWh

Ofwat: Water companies’ executive pay 
must be linked to customer service
It is part of regulator Ofwat’s proposals to rebuild 
public trust
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UK increases public sector greenhouse gas 
emissions target for 2020
The UK Government has announced a new greenhouse 
gas emissions reduction target for the public sector of 
43% by 2020.

The 10% increase is expected to potentially deliver 
savings worth £340 million across the public sector 
estate.

The greenhouse gas target includes emissions from 
energy, water consumption, lighting, estate management 
as well as waste.

Business and Energy Secretary Greg Clark’s 
announcement comes after the sector met its 2020 
emissions goal three years early and saved just above 
£100 million over the last financial year.

Mr Clark said the government will also be publishing 
guidance on targets for the wider public and higher 
education sectors.

He added: “Our new, ambitious target for reducing 
emissions across our central estate shows how this 
government is continuing to lead the world and rise to 
the challenge of tackling climate change.

“The potential savings from this can make a big 
difference across the wider public sector, with the NHS 
saving £2 billion over the last decade; money that can 
be put straight back into frontline services where it’s 
needed most.”
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Brexit must not ‘mess up UK’s 
energy systems’
Lawrence Slade, CEO of Energy UK, has urged the 
government to ensure Brexit doesn’t damage the 
nation’s energy systems.

He has suggested a lack of clarity around what the future 
energy framework of the country could look like has 
already started to impact the energy sector because 
energy companies are unable to plan adequately in 
advance.

Mr Slade said the Emissions Trading System (ETS) 
is the most efficient way to decarbonise but as it is 
undecided as to what carbon pricing mechanism the UK 
will be in, the exposure to carbon costs for that period 
is undefined, causing “deep uncertainty across the 
market”.

He added the UK should stay closely aligned with the 
rules of the Internal Energy Market (IEM) to guarantee 
energy trading can remain as efficient and affordable 
as it is currently, as well as optimise the allocation 
of capacity across borders and help keep supply and 
demand stable.

The CEO also suggested the EU Clean Energy Package 
gives the UK a stable policy framework to operate in and 
claimed there “is no obvious benefit to consumers or 
industry from divergence”.

Lawrence Slade, CEO of Energy 
UK, said diverging from European 

energy schemes won’t benefit 
consumers or industry
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EDF Energy announces second price 
rise this year

EDF Energy has announced a second increase in prices 
this year, blaming wholesale energy costs.

Dual fuel customers will have to pay 6% more for their 
gas and electricity from 31st August, increasing bills to 
£1,128 a year.

The standard variable electricity and gas tariffs will rise 
by 6.1% and 6% respectively.

The Big Six supplier said wholesale prices have increased 
by 13% since April, when it announced its previous price 
rise that came into effect last month.

It added that is due to a number of factors, including the 
‘Beast from the East’ reducing gas storage stocks over 
the winter, compounded by global oil markets feeding 
into higher UK wholesale energy prices.

The price rise will affect around 40% or 1.3 million 
customers and those on fixed, prepayment or the 
safeguard tariffs will not see any changes.

Managing Director Beatrice Bigois said: “We know that 
another price rise will not be welcome and we had 
hoped that our limited changes announced in April 
would be enough. However, energy costs have continued 
to rise significantly and despite our best efforts to absorb 
some of these by reducing the costs within our control – 
sadly we can no longer sustain this.

“Customers who wish to avoid this increase will be 
encouraged to choose one of our fixed price tariffs when 
we write to them later this month.”

The price rise will affect around 
40% or 1.3 million customers 

and those on fixed, prepayment 
or the safeguard tariffs will not 

see any changes.
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In 2018 the battery storage 
market is expected to grow at a 

similar rate of 45%, with the level 
of new installations accelerating 

as the year progresses.

Europe’s battery storage market 
charged up by 49% in 2017
Europe’s energy storage market grew by 49% in 2017 to a 
total power output of 589MWh.

That’s according to a new report from the European Energy 
Storage Association and Delta-ee, which shows this followed a 
trend of steady growth since 2015.

In 2018 the battery storage market is expected to grow at 
a similar rate of 45%, with the level of new installations 
accelerating as the year progresses.

Excluding pumped hydro, Europe’s installed capacity reached 
1.6GWh at the end of 2017, with Germany and the UK 
remaining the most important markets for grid-scale projects.

The report suggests Italy is emerging as a growing market for 
residential energy storage and says Germany remains a clear 
leader.

Valts Grintals, Senior Analyst at Delta-ee, said: “Over the first 
half of 2018, many of the delayed projects have gone live and 
we expect many new grid-scale projects to be commissioned 
over the second half of the year.

“Additionally, behind-the-meter batteries in the commercial 
and industrial sector will emerge as an important market as 
key players are overcoming initial barriers for this market. 
Overall the outlook is very positive.”
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Ofwat: Water companies’ executive pay 
must be linked to customer service
Water companies must link executive pay to customer 
service under new proposals unveiled by Ofwat as part 
of its efforts to boost public trust.

The regulator said they must ensure policy regarding 
performance-related executive pay are transparent and 
“demonstrate a substantial link to exceptional delivery 
for customers”.

Water firms must also set out their dividend policies for 
2020 to 2025 in their business plans and explain how 
they take account of delivery for customers over the 
period of the price control.

Factors that companies should consider for dividend 
policies include delivery of obligations and promises to 
customers, service and cost performance, employee 
interests and financial resilience.

That’s in addition to businesses setting out proposals on 
how they will share financial gains with their customers.

They are all part of regulator’s changes to its 2019 price 
review (PR19) methodology following a consultation 
with a wide range of stakeholders.

It follows accusations against water companies over 
their use of “tax havens and excessive profits” earlier 
this year.

Ofwat will assess each company’s approach to benefit 
sharing in its initial assessment of each company’s 
business plan, all of which must be submitted by 3rd 
September 2018 – and warned it will intervene if they 
fall short of expectations.

Chief Executive Rachel Fletcher said: “The decisions 
some water companies have made on dividends, 
financial structures and top executive pay have damaged 
customer trust. We have looked in detail at the 
incentives we give water companies.

“Through the measures we’ve announced today, we are 
strengthening the incentive on companies to improve 
their performance for customers and cutting the 
rewards that come from financial engineering. This is 
an important step in making sure water companies put 
customers’ interests and those of future generations at 
the heart of all the decisions they take.”

It follows accusations against 
water companies over their 

use of “tax havens and 
excessive profits” earlier this 

year.
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